This paper is concerned with the problem of predicting the effective rate constant k associated with diffusion-controlled reactions in media composed of static and reactive traps (sinks) which are generally distributed randomly throughout a region containing reactive particles. The effective equation for diffusion-controlled reactions is derived using the method of homogenization. This leads to a rigorous definition of k. General variational principles are then formulated to obtain rigorous upper and lower bounds on k. These variational principles are applied by evaluating them for three different types of admissible fields. The upper and lower bounds which result are computed for both random and periodic arrays of equisized spherical sinks.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of predicting the effective rate constant associated with diffusion-controlled reactions has been the subject of numerous theoretical investigations in both the physical and biological sciences and is currently attracting much attention (see the excellent review by Calef and Deutch l and references therein). A diffusion-controlled reaction is one in which the time for two bodies to diffuse in the same neighborhood is the rate-limiting step, the reaction time being negligible in comparison. Diffusion-controlled reactions play an important role in heterogeneous catalysis, cell metabolism, gaseous diffusion through solid, polymer chain growth kinetics, colloid or crystal growth, precipitation, fluorescence quenching, and combustion, to mention but a few examples.
We consider media composed of static and reactive traps (sinks) distributed randomly throughout a region containing reactive particles. The reactant diffuses in the trapfree region but is instantly absorbed on contact with any sink. At steady state, the rate of production (J' of the diffusing species is exactly compensated by its removal by the sinks. For a particular trap or sink volume fraction ¢2' (J' is proportional to the mean concentration field C: the proportionality constant defining the effective reaction rate constant k [see Eq. (2.12)].
The well-known Smoluchowsk? theory deals with reactions among equisized spherical sinks of radius a at sufficiently small sink volume fractions such that interactions between sinks can be neglected; the rate constant is given by ks = 3¢2/ a 2 • At higher concentrations, the reaction rate will be affected by competition between neighboring sinks. For small ¢2' asymptotic expansions of k for random arrays of nonoverlapping sinks (which correct the Smoluchowski resuit) have been derived 3 • 4 and are found to predict that k increases with increasing ¢2' The rate constant, in general, depends upon an infinite set of correlation functions which statistically characterize the medium, however; and except for specially prepared artificial media, this set of functions is never known. This explains why there are presently no exact analytical results for disordered media at arbitrary ¢2' even for simple models of spherical traps that are impenetrable but otherwise randomly arranged. Nonetheless, methods have been developed which enable one to estimate k for a wide range of sink concentrations; these include idealized, spatially periodic arrays of sinks,s approximate effective-medium theories,6-9 random-walk techniques, 10 and variational bounds. I 1.12 This paper will focus on the study and calculation of rigorous upper and lower variational bounds on k. Rigorous bounds are useful since: (i) they may be used to test the merits of a theory, (ii) as successively more microstructural information is included, the bounds (generally) become progressively narrower, and (iii) one of the bounds can typically provide a relatively good estimate of the effective property, for a wide range of volume fractions, even when the reciprocal bound diverges from it.
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There are three basic steps involved in obtaining variational bounds on effective properties:
( I) defining the effective property in terms of some functional; (2) formulating an appropriate variational ( extremum) principle for this functional; ( 3) and constructing trial fields which conform with the variational principle (i.e., admissible fields). Prager and his co-workers IS pioneered the use of variational principles to establish bounds on effective transport properties of random media. In the present context of diffusion-controlled reactions, Reck and Prager I I derived threepoint lowerboundsonk for random beds of spheres. (By"npoint bounds" we mean bounds that involve up to n-point correlation function information). The same authors II also obtained a general two-point upper bound on k. Doi12 derived a general two-point lower bound on the rate constant involving different two-point correlation functions.
In Sec. II, we derive the effective equation for diffusion-controlled reactions using the method of homogenization.
This provides a rigorous definition of k. We then rewrite k in terms of an energy functional. In Sec. III we employ this functional to formulate rigorous upper and lower bounds on the rate constant. This formulation is new. In Sec. IV we apply the variational principles by evaluating them for three different types of admissible fields. The bounds so obtained are computed for specific microstructures. This is followed by a discussion in Sec. V.
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
A. Derivation of the effective equations using the method of homogenization
The random medium is a domain of space r(ro)eR 3 (where the realization ro is taken from some probability space .n) of volume V which is composed of two regions: the trap-free region r l of volume fraction ¢I and the trap (sink) region r 2 of volume fraction ¢2' Let ar denote the surface between r I and r 2' The characteristic function I(x,ro) ofthe trap-free region r l (ro) is defined by
We denote by c(x) the concentration of the reactive particles which diffuse and are being created in r., but instantaneously reacts on ar:
In Eq. (2.2), D is the diffusion coefficient of the reactive particles in r. and a is the Laplacian operator. Equation (2.2) states that the rate of production u of the diffusing species is exactly compensated by its removal by the traps. We assume that the random medium has a microscopic length scale I which is small compared to a typical macroscopic length scale L. Therefore, there is a small parameter E = 1/ L associated with rapid fluctuations in the structure of 'J/'. (ro), and we assume that the concentration c depends on two scales: a slow scale x and a fast scale y = X/E,·6 i.e., Dac(x,y,ro) = -u(x) in r·.£(ro), (2.4) c(x,y,ro) = 0 on ar£ (ro).
(2.5)
Performing a multiscale expansion (2.14)
To our knowledge, this is the first time that the effective equation which defines the rate constant has been derived using the method of homogenization.
B. Energy characterization of the rate constant
We now rewrite k in terms of an energy functional. 
Proof
Let V R be a large ball of radius R centered at the origin. Then we have
The last integral of the second line vanishes identically because of condition (2.11). The quantity aV R denotes the trap-free part of the surface of the large ball. Letting R ..... 00, we find
and since by Eq. (2.13),
the proof is complete.
Remllrk
In subsequent analysis, we shall exploit the stationarity of the medium to derive other identitites (by the same method employed here) without spelling out the details.
III. VARIATIONAL BOUNDS
We consider deriving upper and lower bounds on the rate constant k using variational principles. To do so, we modify Eq. 
This last inequality combined with Eq. (3.6) leads to Eq.
(3.5): the equality sign applying when u is the exact solution to Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), i.e., u = v. The lower bound (3.5) is new.
B.Upperbound
Let B be the class of functions u defined by the set B = {smooth, stationary u(y,w); u =Oonar. and (UI) = (vI)}.
Then k is bounded from above by
(3.8)
Proof
Eliminating yfrom Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3), and applying Proposition 1 yields
Consider ueB and define
Integrating by parts as in the proof of Proposition 1, we find Vu·VuI»(Vv·VvI) . This inequality together with Eq. (3.9) proves upper bound (3.8) which is new.
Remark
In certain instances it may be advantageous to use bounds that are cruder than Eqs. (3.5) and (3.8), namely k> r \;JuEA,
The reason for this is that computation of (Vu'Vu) ( > (Vu' VuI » involves less detailed microstructural information (i.e., lower order correlation functions) than the evaluation of (Vu·VuI).
c. Volume-average approach Thus far we have used an ensemble-average approach. An alternative derivation is possible by considering averages over a large but finite volume and then allowing the volume to expand to infinity. Let Vbe a large domain (in which we ultimately take the limit V ..... R 
The bounds (3.17) and (3.19) may be proved in a similar fashion to the previously derived ensemble-averaged bounds and hence the proofs are not presented here. Note the volume averages of Eqs. (3.17) and (3.19) are defined in the same sense as Eq. (3.15) (i.e., the domain of integration is the trap-free region r I) and it is implicit that the limit V ..... 00 is taken.
IV. EXAMPLES OF TRIAL FIELDS AND BOUNDS
In order to apply the rigorous bounds on k (derived in the previous section) for models of random media, we must choose admissible trial fields, substitute such trials fields into the bounds, and then perform the necessary averaging.
A. Interfacial-surface lower bounds
We rederive a lower bound obtained by Doi 12 using our variational lower bound (3.10). Our derivation is different than his, and in fact we show his bound corresponds to a special choice of a trial field in the setA, Eq. (3.4), and notto a new variational principle as Doi stated. Specifically, we choose u, (y,ro) 
41r is the Green's function of the Laplacian operator tl.. The quantity t(x) is an arbitrary function which is defined on the interfacial surface ar. Accordingly, we refer to this procedure as the interfacial-surface approach.
To get a lower bound we compute the ensemble average
In carrying out the averages ofEq. (4.3) we will make use of the following two-point correlation functions: The asymptotic behavior as Irl-+ 00 of the correlation functions in Eq. (4.7) is well known: Therefore,
(4.10) The two-point lower bound (4.10) was first derived by Doi. 12 The derivation ofEq. (4.10) presented here, however, is new. The trial field Eq. (4.1) corresponds to a special choice of admissible fields in the set A, Eq. (3.4), for the minimum energy principle (3.5) and not to a new variational principle as Doi claimed. We further remark that Doi made the choice (4.9) after "optimizing" Eq. (4.7) over all (4.3) I possible to. However, as we have argued, any other choice for to will provide a trivial bound (namely, k>O), so there is actually no room for optimization.
B. Evaluation of the interfacial-surface lower bound for distributions of spherical traps
We now evaluate the lower bound (4.10) foranisotropic distribution of equisized spherical sinks of radius a. The sinks are distributed with an arbitrary degree of impenetrability A.. The impenetrability parameter A. varies continuously between zero (in the case where the sphere centers are randomly centered, i.e., "fully penetrable" spheres) and unity (in the instance of totally impenetrable spheres). Two examples of such interpenetrable-sphere models are the permeable-sphere (PS) 18 and penetrable-concentric-shell (PeS) 19 models. In the PS model, the spheres are assumed to be (structurally) noninteracting when nonintersecting, with a probability of intersection given by a radial distribution function g( r) = 1 -A., independent ofthe interparticle separation distance r when r < 20. In the PCS model, spherical particles of radius a are randomly distributed subject to the condition of a mutually impenetrable core region of radius A.a, O<A.< 1. Each sphere may be thought of as being composed of an impenetrable core of radius A.a, encompassed by a perfectly penetrable concentric shell of thickness (1 -A. )a. In Figs. 1 and 2 computer-generated realizations of two-dimensional distributions of disks in the PS and PCS models are shown. In the former model, two particle centers may lie arbitrarily close to one another such that the probability of overlap is 1 -A.; in the latter model no two particle centers may lie closer than the distance loA..
Note that for fully penetrable spheres (A. = 0), the vol- lity sign applying in the dilute limit (i.e., through first order in 17). Utilizing the series representation ofthe two-point correlation functions of Eq. (4.10) in terms of the n-particle probability It is of interest to compare our low-density bounds to a low-density expansion of k for impenetrable spherical sinks Here EI is the exponential integral. A notable feature ofthis asymptotic expansion is the nonanalytic dependence on ifJ2' The expansion (4.14) predicts an O(ifJ2 1/2 ) correction to the Smoluchowski result as opposed to an O(ifJ2) correction from the bound (4.11). This leading order correction has been obtained by others.3.6-IO The nonanalyticity is a direct consequence of diffusional screening effects. We note that at ifJ2 = 0.01, the expansion predicts k / k. = 1.20, whereas the lower bound (4.11) for A = 1 gives k / ks > 1.05. Clearly, for dilute conditions, the ifJr 2 term is the dominant term. It is difficult to construct trial fields which incorporate screening and simultaneously satisfy the conditions of the set A, Eq. (3.4 ). Means of obtaining nonanalytic bounds shall be dealt with in a future work.
We remark that lower bound (4.10) has been numerically computed to all orders in ifJ2 for fully penetrable spherical sinks l2 and for totally impenetrable sinks. 20 . 21 For subsequent discussion, we plot these results in Fig. 3 . Note that effective-medium theories which attempt to approximate k (for impenetrable sinks) for arbitrary sink concentrations,6,9 while giving an order ifJr z correction to the Smolushowski result, fall below (i.e., violate) the lower bound of Fig. 3 for impenetrable sinks at moderate values of ifJ2.9.20.21
C. Multiple-scattering lower bounds
If the medium is composed of a distribution of inclusions, we can construct trial fields which are based on the solutions for scattering from a single inclusion, pairs of inclusions, etc. Accordingly, we refer to bounds so obtained as 50~-------------------------- , .' is the characteristic function of the exterior of a single sphere, r; is the position ofthe ith sphere, and a is a parameter. It turns out that the only choice for which the energy (VU 2 'VU 2 /) is finite, is a = lip (where it is to be recalled that P is the number density of the spheres). Trial functions of this type have been employed recently in the problems of conduction in composite media z2 and in viscous flow in porous media.
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Before computing (Vu z ' Vuzl ), we introduce the following statistical distribution functions for the random medium:
n '
(4.18)
Here PN(r N ) is the probability density function associated with the event of finding particles 1, ... , Nwith configuration rN={rl, ... ,r N }, respectively. Thenpn (rn) is the probability density associated with finding any n particles with configuration fn, while G n (x;rq) is the correlation function associated with finding x in the trap-free region and any q particles with configuration rq,n = 1 + q. is the characteristic function of the interior of an inclusion, Z; = x -ro andz; = Iz; I. The condition of stationarity (statistical homogeneity) implies than the n-particle probability density can be written aSPn (rn) = pngn (rn). When the mutual distances between the n particles become large, the nparticle distribution function gn -1, assuming no longrange order. Relation (4.19) is important since it enables one to compute the G n when the ensemble is fully specified, i.e., when the Pn are given. Note that the factor multiplying the infinite series ofEq. (4.19) ensures that G n (x;r q ) = 0 for any Ix -r; I < a, i.e., whenever the point x is contained within a sink. We now observe that rPlrPZ which is clearly a better lower bound than Eq. (4.28). Therefore, incorporation of additional statistical information in multiple-scattering-type bounds leads to progressively sharper bounds. In Fig. 3 we include lower bound (4.29). Even though Eq. (4.29) contains three-point information, it is seen (from Fig. 3) that, for the geometry of fully penetrable spheres, it is inferior to the interfacial-surface lower bound (4.10) which contains only two-point information.
This last statement will not be true for all A, however. For example, using the low-density expansion of Eq. (4.19) for the cases n = 2 and n = 3, the three-point multiple-scattering bound yields an expansion of the form of Eq. (4.11) with
in the PS model and interfacial-surface bounds. The reason why the former are superior to the latter for large A is discussed in the subsequent section. Finally, we remark that the behavior of the lower bounds at low densities gives an indication of how the bounds will behave at all sink concentrations. 22 .
23 For example, for totally impenetrable sinks (A = 1), the three-point bound (4.26) should be sharper than the two-point bound The trial field tP is chosen to be equal to tP; in the ith security shell and to be t elsewhere. Finally, we choose t such that "if = v. The security-spheres method has been employed in the related problems of bounds on the viscosity of suspensions 24 and the permeability of porous media. 2s
Solving Eq. (4.32) and eliminating tin Eq. (3.19) yields 
Here H(a{3) is the probability density of spheres with nearest neighbor at the distance 2 a{3. Note that Eq. (4.37) is a two-point upper bound.
F. Evaluation of security-spheres upper bounds

Simple cubic lattice
As the first special case we consider evaluating the security-spheres upper bound for a simple cubic lattice with a 
Random distribution of spheres
Next we consider a random distribution of equisized spheresofradiusa. We see from Eq. It is helpful here to restate the three-point multiple-scattering lower bound for the case A. Finally. we remark that in a future work we shall compute upper bound (4.37) for a random distribution of spheres of arbitrary concentration using an appropriate nearest-neighbor probability density H(a/3).
V. DISCUSSION
A. Relationship to previous work on bounds Reck and Prager I I were the first to formulate variational principles for the upper and lower bounds on the rate constant. Using these variational principles, they derived a three-point lower bound and a two-point upper bound on k. The present work differs in several important ways. First of all, the effective equation which defines k, Eq. (2.12), is derived here using the method of homogenization. Reck and Prager, on the other hand, assume the existence of such a relation. Secondly, both our variational lower bounds, (3.5) and (3.17), and upper bounds, (3.8) and (3.19), are obtained from the same starting point, namely, Proposition 1, Eq. (2.15). Two different starting points were employed by Reck and Prager to derive their variational principles for bounds on k. Thirdly, Reck and Prager use a volume-average approach, whereas we utilize both a volume-average and an ensemble-average approach. Although our variational principle for the volume-averaged upper bound, Eq. (3.19), is identical to their corresponding principle, the same is not true for the respective variational principles associated with the lower bounds. Referring to the expression describing the admissible fields u, Eq. (3.18) , for the volume-averaged lower bound, we see that Reck and Prager correctly required that t:.u = -r in r I but did not include the condition that the normal derivative of u on the macroscopic boundary must be equal to zero. It is difficult to construct trial fields which satisfy the latter condition. The variational principle for the lower bound obtained here using the ensemble-average approach, Eq. (3.5), has the advantage that this condition does not have to be satisfied. To our knowledge, the present formulation in terms of ensemble averages is new. Lastly, the trial fields employed in the present paper are different than the ones employed by Reck and Prager and hence all of the bounds derived in Sec. IV [except for Eq. (4.10)] are entirely new.
B. Comparison of the Interfacial-surface and multiplescattering lower bounds
We first observe an interesting relation between the interfacial-surface trial field Eq. (4.1) and the multiple-scattering trial field Eq. (4.15). Consider a distribution of N totally impenetrable spheres (A. = 1), and restrict u) (y,ro) to yer). Then, sex) = <,6\/s implies u\(y,ro) = r [( G(y -x) ar well in such instances. This explains why, for example, the three-point multiple scattering bound (4.29) is poorer than the two-point interfacial bound (4.10) for A. = 0 (cf. Fig. 3) . Therefore, bounds which incorporate a certain level of information on the medium are not always necessarily sharper than bounds which involve less microstructural information. Nonetheless, within a certain class of trial fields (interfacial-surface fields, multiple-scattering fields, security-spheres fields, etc.), increasing the level of information leads to improved bounds. As the degree of impenetrability increases, the union of N nonoverlapping sphere surfaces, however, better represents the surface ar. For large A., therefore, the three-point multiple-scattering bound is superior to the two-point interfacial-surface bound because the former contains a greater amount of statistical information. The interfacial-surface and multiple-scattering bounds have their own merits. The main advantage of the former is that it can be applied to media of arbitrary geometry (not just models such as distributions of spheres) and hence to "real" materials. On the other hand, the multiple-scattering bounds can be applied to any system composed of distributions of inclusions and can be systematically upgraded to include sophisticated mUltiple-scattering solutions. 
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